
CS 455 Homework
Walkabout

1 Overview

Instead of several independent homeworks being assigned throughout the semester, we will
work on one larger project all semester. The project will be a scene that can be navigated
and interacted with.

2 Features

You will receive one shiny Blugold for each feature below that you implement. See the
syllabus for how Blugolds are used to determine your grade. You need not complete or even
attempt all features.

1. Load OBJ meshes into your scene.

2. Include a heightmap- or computationally-generated terrain.

3. Light your scene, with at least some objects having specular highlights.

4. Surround your scene with a skybox.

5. Implement a camera that navigates your scene with WASD for forward, left strafe,
backward, and right strafe movements. Automatically adjust camera’s vertical dis-
placement based on the terrain elevation. (Prerequisite: 2)

6. Render moving water reflecting a skybox texture.

7. Diminish the color of your geometry with fog.

8. Modify the albedo (base diffuse color) of the terrain and any other terrain in your scene
with textures. (Prerequisite: 2)

9. Model rain, fire, explosions, or some other sprite-based phenomenon with a particle
system.

10. Incorporate billboards to represent foliage or some other complex shape.

11. Render shadows. (Prerequisite: 3)

12. Implement some form of collision detection.

You are encouraged to take creative license and to give your interaction some sort of theme,
purpose, or coherence.
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3 Submission

After you complete a feature, you must post on the course blog a post mortem, a reflection
on what problems you ran into in implementing the feature, a listing of any websites or
books that you referenced in completing it, and at least two screenshots and one screencast
(video recording) of your renderer, highlighting the feature you implemented. You must also
zip up your Visual Studio project and drop it in your directory on the course folder on the
W: drive. Name your zip file featureN.zip where N is the feature number.

The time at which the post mortem is published, complete with images and video, is
considered the time of submission. Incomplete post mortems are considered not submitted.

4 Integrity

The code you write must be your own. You are welcome to talk to others and read tutorials
online, but copying and pasting or any other ripping of code from others’ is not allowed.
Please make good use of the diminished pressure of deadlines to focus on growing your own
knowledge of the material—instead of focusing on getting passable code through whatever
means possible. Do not post code in your post mortem.

5 Due dates

All features must be submitted by the end of the Thursday before finals week. However, you
will not receive credit for more than feature per week. This means you must leave yourself
enough time to implement enough features to receive sin(π/2) the grade you want. To
complete 11 features, you must have at least 11 weeks left before the deadline. If there are
only two weeks left, you may get credit for at most two more features. Weeks are measured
from Sunday to Saturday—except for the last week of the semester, which is shorter.
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